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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study on diverse techniques for H.264 video compression using diverse view filling formats and
benchmarking their acts. In the conventional H.264 standard, identified size of Macro-blocks (MBs) is cut after one single frame
or field. For each frame, the encoded data are generally composited with Motion vectors (MVs) and the residuals after Motion
Compensation (MC) intended for all MBs in the frame. Though, observing the fact that MVs may keep properly continual in
some videos containing slow variable scenes. This specifies that it is purposeless to estimate the MVs for every frame, but using
the same MVs for some adjacent frames. Subsequently, the density and computational productivity will be improved considerably.
Both conceptions of “Virtual Frames” (VF) and Cubic Macro-Blocks (CMB) are introduced to achieve this goal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The modern video compression standard, H.264 (also known as MPEG-4 Part 10/AVC for Progressive Video Coding), is
expected to grow into the video standard of choice in the upcoming years. H.264 is an open, licensed standard that
provisions the most capable video compression procedures available nowadays. Without compromising image quality, an
H.264 encoder can decrease the size of a digital video file by further than 80% compared with the Motion JPEG format
and as much as 50% more than with the MPEG-4 Part 2 standard. This means that much less system bandwidth and
storing space are essential for a video file. Or seen alternative way, much sophisticated video quality can be achieved for a
given bit rate. In association well-defined by standardization organizations in the telecommunications and IT industries,
H.264 is likely to be more widely assumed than previous standards. H.264 has already been announced in new electronic
gadgets such as mobile phones and digital video players, and has extended fast acceptance by end users. Service suppliers
such as online video storage and telecommunications companies are also creation to adopt H.264. In the video
surveillance industry, H.264 will greatest likely find the quickest traction in applications wherever there are demands for
high frame rates and high resolution, such as in the surveillance of roads, airports and gaming club, where the use of
30/25 (NTSC/PAL) frames per second is the norm. This is wherever the economies of reduced bandwidth and storing
needs will provide the biggest savings. H.264 is also probable to accelerate the implementation of megapixel cameras
meanwhile the highly effective compression technology can decrease the huge file sizes and bit rates generated without
compromising image quality. There are tradeoffs, conversely. While H.264 provides savings in set-up bandwidth and
storage rates, it will require sophisticated performance network cameras and monitoring stations.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. H.264 Video Detail
H.264 is the result of a combined development between the ITU-T’s Video Coding Specialists Group and the ISO/IEC
Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). ITU-T is the section that organizes telecommunications standards on behalf of
the International Telecommunication Union. ISO stands for International Organization for Standardization and IEC
stands for International Electro technical Commission, which supervises standards for all electrical, electronic and
associated technologies. H.264 also has the manageability to support a wide-ranging variation of applications with much
altered bit rate requirements. For example, in entertaining video applications, it contains broadcast, satellite, cable and
DVD.
2.2 H.264 Outlines and Levels
The joint group involved in defining H.264 focused on generating a simple and clean solution, restrictive options and
features to a minimum. A significant phase of the standard, as with other video standards, is provided that the abilities in
profiles and levels (performance classes) that optimally support standard productions and common formats.
H.264 has seven profiles, each targeting a particular class of applications. Each profile describes what feature set the
encoder may use and bounds the decoder implementation density.
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3. .METHODOLOGY
3.1 Proposed Work
Video compression is about decreasing and take out redundant video data so that a digital video file can be efficiently sent
and stored. The procedure contains spread over an algorithm to the source video to create a compressed file that is ready
for transmission or storage. To play the compressed file, an inverse algorithm is applied to create a video that shows
practically the similar content as the original source video.A pair of algorithms that works together is called a video codec
(encoder/decoder). Video codecs that implement different standards are normally not well-suited with each other; that is,
video content that is compressed using one standard cannot be expanded with a different standard. For example, an
MPEG-4 Part 2 decoder will not work with an H.264 encoder. This is basically because one algorithm cannot properly
decode the output from a different algorithm but it is possible to implement many altered algorithms in the same software
or hardware, which would then support various formats to be compressed. Outcomes from encoders that use the similar
compression standard may also vary for the reason that the designer of an encoder can select to implement altered sets of
tools well-defined by a standard. As long as the output of an encoder conforms to a standard’s format and decoder, it is
possible to create altered implementations. This is beneficial for the reason that different implementations have dissimilar
aims and budget. Professional non-real-time software encoders for understanding optical media should have the choice of
being capable to provide better coded video than a real-time hardware encoder for video conferencing that is combined in
a hand-held device. An assumed standard, consequently, cannot agreement a given bit rate or quality. Moreover, the
performance of a standard cannot be correctly matched with other standards, or even other implementations of the similar
standard, without first describing how it is applied. The graph below (fig.1) provides a bit rate relationship, specified the
same level of image quality, among the ensuing video standards: Motion JPEG, MPEG-4 Part 2 (with motion
recompense) and H.264 (standard outline).

Fig. 1 An H.264 encoder produced up to 50% fewer bits per second for an example Video sequence than an MPEG-4
encoder with motion compensation
3.2 Video Frames
An I-frame, or intra frame, is a self-contained frame that can be individually decoded without any reference to other
images. The first image in a video sequence is every time an I-frame. I-frames are required as beginning points for new
viewers or resynchronization points if the transmitted bit stream is damaged. An encoder will spontaneously insert Iframes at systematic intervals or on demand if new consumers are probable to join in viewing a stream. The weakness of
I-frames is that they consume much more bits; however on the other hand, they do not produce various objects.
A P-frame, which views for predictive inter frame, makes references to portions of formerly I and/or P frame(s) to code
the frame. A B-frame, or bi-predictive inter frame, is a frame that creates references to both a previously reference frame
and a upcoming frame. Figure 2 define the frame structure.

Fig. 2 Usual Sequence with I-, B-, P- Frame
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3.3 FLOWCHART

Fig. 3 Flowchart of Video Encoder
3.4 Basic Methods of Reducing Data
A selection of procedures can be used to decrease video data, both inside an image frame and among a sequence of
frames. Inside an image frame, data can be reduced basically by eliminating avoidable information, which will have an
influence on the image resolution. In a sequence of frames, video data can be reduced by such procedures as alteration
coding, which is used by most video compression standards containing H.264. The amount of encoding can be additional
reduced if detection and encoding of alterations is based on blocks of pixels (macro blocks) rather than separable pixels;
so, bigger areas are matched and only blocks that are considerably altered are coded. The overhead related with indicative
of the location of parts to be altered is also reduced.

Fig.4 Motion JPEG Format
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Fig. 5 Illustration of block-based motion compensation
Difference coding, though, would not considerably decrease data if there was a lot of motion in a video (fig.4). Here,
techniques such as block-based motion compensation can be used. Block-based motion compensation takes into account
that much of what creates up a new frame in a video sequence can be found in and previously frame, but perhaps in an
altered location. This technique divides a frame into a series of macro blocks. Block by block, a new frame—for example,
a P-frame—can be composed or ‘predicted’ by looking for a similar block in a reference frame. H.264 takes video
compression technology to a new level. With H.264, a new and advanced intra prediction scheme is introduced for
encoding I-frames. This scheme can greatly decrease the bit size of an I-frame and maintain a high quality by enabling
the successive prediction of slighter blocks of pixels within every macro block in a frame.

Fig. 6 Illustrations of some of the modes that intra prediction can take in coding 4x4 pixels within one of the 16 blocks
that make up a macro block. Each of the 16 blocks in a macro block may be coded using different modes.This is done by
trying to find similar pixels among the previously encoded pixels that border a new 4x4 pixel block to be intra-coded. By
reusing pixel values that have already been encoded, the bit size can be drastically reduced. The new intra prediction is a
key part of the H.264 technology that has proven to be very efficient. For comparison, if only I-frames were used in an
H.264 stream, it would have a much reduced file size than a Motion JPEG stream, which uses only I-frames.

4. CONCLUSION
H.264 presents a giant step forward in video compression technology. It offers techniques that allow better compression
efficiencies due to more precise prediction capabilities, as well as better-quality resilience to errors. It provides new
possibilities for generating improved video encoders that enable greater quality video streams, higher frame rates and
higher resolutions at maintained bit rates (compared with previous standards), or, conversely, the similar quality video at
lower bit rates.

5. FUTURE SCOPE
A variety of video compression setups can be implemented on PCs and in consumer electronics equipment. It is so
possible for several codecs to be available in the same product, avoiding the need to select a single dominant video
compression format for compatibility causes.
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